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Abstract
Spike rates of a hippocampal place cell are not constant and vary even when an animal visits an

identical place field with nearly identical behavior. As one potential neurophysiological source

underlying place cell spiking variability, we focused on the temporally fluctuating activity states of

neuronal ensembles. Spike patterns of hippocampal neurons were recorded from rats performing a

linear track task. Within a single consummatory period, similar sets of neurons were more fre-

quently recruited in synchronous firing events, whereas different synchronized firing patterns of

neuronal populations tended to be identified in different consummatory periods. A linear regres-

sion analysis indicated that the time-varying activation patterns of neuronal populations during

consummatory periods are correlated with the spike rates of a place cell within its place field dur-

ing running. These findings suggest that place cell in-field spiking is not only triggered by static

inputs that represent external environments but also strongly depends on the time-varying internal

states of neuronal populations.
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1 | INTRODUCTION

Hippocampal pyramidal neurons specifically discharge in restricted

regions of an environment, termed place cells, which are thought to

embody the internal representation of a cognitive map for spatial proc-

essing (O’Keefe & Nadel, 1978). In general analyses, the spiking patterns

of place cells have been characterized based on a spatial distribution of

averaged spike rates computed from an entire recording session. How-

ever, a place cell emits variable numbers of action potentials every time

an animal visits an identical place field (Fenton & Muller, 1998; Huxter,

Burgess, & O’Keefe, 2003; Jackson & Redish, 2007).

One theory has suggested that extreme temporal variability,

referred to as overdispersion, of place cell discharge may arise from a

switch in active cell assemblies that correspond to multiple spatial sub-

maps (Fenton et al., 2010; Jackson & Redish, 2007; Kelemen & Fenton,

2010). According to the multiple map theory, place cell firing variability

may be minimized when animals engage in a single attentional focus to

encode a behavioral context, such as when animals run in one direction

on a one-dimensional linear track (Jackson & Redish, 2007). In these

conditions, a certain extent of place cell spiking variability remains, as

shown in Figure 1.

One of the unique neuronal dynamics that represent network

states in the hippocampus is the transient synchronous reactivation of

a substantial number of neurons that are typically associated with

sharp-wave ripple (SWR) complexes in hippocampal local field potential

(LFP) signals (Buzsaki, 1986; Buzsaki, Horvath, Urioste, Hetke, & Wise,

1992) and are thought to be essential for memory consolidation

(Girardeau, Benchenane, Wiener, Buzsaki, & Zugaro, 2009; Wilson &

McNaughton, 1994), spatial navigation and behavior planning (Carr,

Jadhav, & Frank, 2011; Jadhav, Kemere, German, & Frank, 2012;

Pfeiffer & Foster, 2013). Notably, the magnitude of the neuronal syn-

chrony during a single SWR and neuronal population recruited in indi-

vidual synchronous events is not homogeneous and varies from event

to event (Csicsvari, Hirase, Mamiya, & Buzsaki, 2000; Mizuseki &

Buzsaki, 2013; Ramirez-Villegas, Logothetis, & Besserve, 2015; Ylinen

et al., 1995), suggesting that the neuronal network states that underlie

the synchronized firing of neuronal populations continuously change

over time.
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Together, the available evidence raises the possibility that the vari-

able spatial spiking of place cells may be associated with the variable

synchronous activity patterns of neuronal populations. In the current

study, we tested this idea by analyzing the spiking patterns of hippo-

campal putative pyramidal cells from rats performing a linear track task.

The task condition enables repeated measurements of neuronal spiking

with nearly identical movement patterns (e.g., instantaneous running

speed, direction of running, and reward consumption periods) and mini-

mization of the overdispersion of place cell spiking driven by the

switching of active cell assemblies as previously described (Jackson &

Redish, 2007). Our analysis demonstrated that the activation patterns

of hippocampal neuronal populations during consummatory periods are

associated with the prospective and retrospective spatial spiking of a

place cell.

2 | MATERIALS AND METHODS

2.1 | Animal ethics

Animal experimentation: This study was performed in strict accordance

with the recommendations in the NIH Guide for the Care and Use of

Laboratory Animals. All animals were handled according to the approval

FIGURE 1 Variability of place cell spikes during unidirectional running on a linear track. (a; Top) Schematic of the linear track task. (Middle)
A representative spatial firing of a CA1 place cell. Spike locations (red) were plotted on the animal’s trajectory (magenta, rightward; green,
leftward; gray, consummatory period). Black dots represent a lap with deceleration in the middle of the track (arrow) and were excluded
from further analyses. (Bottom) Average firing-rate distribution in which the total number of spikes that occurred in a given location was
normalized by the total duration that the animal spent in the location. This neuron had a place field on rightward running laps. The range of
the place field was defined from the distribution as shown in the dotted blue vertical lines. (Right top) Distribution of spike counts within
the place field per rightward running lap observed from an entire recording period of 10 min. Mean 6 SD is shown on the top
(CVsc 5 0.45). (Right bottom) Same as in the top panel but for distribution of spike rates within the same place field. CVsr 5 0.43. (b; Left)
Summarized distribution of the CVsc computed from 78 place fields from 62 place cells. (Right) Relationship between training days and CVsc

(r 5 .01, p 5 .90). (c) Same as in b, but for the distribution of the CVsr [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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of the experimental animal ethics committee at the University of Tokyo

(approval number: P29-7). All surgeries were performed under aseptic

conditions and isoflurane anesthesia.

2.2 | Subjects

Three male Long Evans rats (3–12months old) with a preoperative

weight of 404–512g were used in this study. The animals were individ-

ually housed and maintained on a 12-hr light/dark schedule with lights

off at 7:00 a.m. All animals were purchased from SLC (Shizuoka, Japan).

Following at least 1week of adaptation to the laboratory, the rats were

reduced to 85% of their ad libitum weight through limited daily feeding.

Water was readily available.

2.3 | Surgical procedures

The rats were anesthetized with isoflurane gas (2%–2.5%). A craniot-

omy with a diameter of �2mm was performed using a high-speed drill,

and the dura was surgically removed. Two stainless-steel screws were

implanted in the bone above the frontal cortex to serve as the ground

and reference electrodes. An electrode assembly that consisted of 8

independently movable tetrodes, which was created using a 3D printer

(MiiCraft, Young Optics), was stereotaxically implanted above the right

hippocampus (4.0mm posterior and 2.7mm lateral to the bregma). The

electrodes were constructed from a 17-lm-wide polyimide-coated

platinum-iridium (90%/10%) wire (California Fine Wire), and the elec-

trode tips were plated with platinum to lower the electrode impedance

to 150–300kX at 1 kHz. The recording device was secured to the skull

using stainless-steel screws and dental cement. The electrode bundle

tip was lowered to the cortical surface, and the electrodes were

inserted 1.0mm into the brain at the end of the surgery. Following the

surgery, each rat was individually housed in a transparent Plexiglas

cage with free access to water and food for at least 3 days, followed by

food deprivation to 85% of its original body weight.

2.4 | Linear track task

After surgery, the animals were trained daily for the linear track task

for at least 4 days (Figure 1b and Table 1). The training was performed

with the recording headstage and cable attached to the animals so that

the animals could become familiar with the recording condition. All

behavioral experiments occurred in the dark phase. The animal was

trained to run back and forth on a linear track (18039 cm with small

sides rising 1.5 cm above the surface of the arm, 93cm elevated from

the floor) to obtain a constant amount of �0.2ml of chocolate milk

reward placed at the track end during a 10-min session. This training

was repeated daily for 10min until the animal consumed the reward at

least 30 times within the 10-min session. To monitor the rat’s moment-

to-moment position, a red LED was attached to the animal’s neck, and

the LED signal position was tracked at 25Hz using a video camera

located on the ceiling and sampled by a laptop computer. The rats

were maintained in a rest box (43325cm) outside the field for 5–

10min before and after the task.

2.5 | Electrophysiological recordings

The rats were connected to the recording equipment via Cereplex M

(Blackrock), a digitally programmable amplifier close to the rat’s head.

TABLE 1 Comparison of the average z-scored correlation coefficients (left) and the percentages of significant laps (right) between the within-
lap comparison (within) and the across-laps (across) comparison groups in all animals tested

Averaged z-score
Percentage of
significant laps (%)

Rat (data) Direction N active cells Number of laps Within Across Within Across

e013_670 Left 15 56 20.06 20.25 0.0 1.3

Right 16 57 0.12 20.12 6.5 7.5

e013_738 Left 12 53 1.09 0.24 35.8 31.2

Right 12 53 0.94 20.31 27.5 18.8

e014_639 Left 12 61 0.81 20.42 36.8 11.7

Right 14 53 4.77 21.07 52.4 20.0

1 Left 10 11 0.66 0.37 17.6 20.9

Right 12 21 0.84 20.30 18.8 13.3

2 Left 9 34 2.99 20.36 65.9 38.3

Right 12 44 2.29 20.02 50.0 30.1

3 Left 12 39 1.81 0.31 51.3 35.8

Right 12 37 1.06 20.07 34.2 24.3

The average z-scored correlation coefficients were calculated from all laps. Running patterns are separately presented for each running direction. “N
active cells” represent the number of active cells defined at consummatory periods. Data were analyzed as indicated in Figure 2d
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The output of the headstage was conducted via a lightweight multiwire

tether and a commutator to the Cerebus recording system (Blackrock),

a data acquisition system. Electrode turning was performed while the

rat was resting on a pot placed on a pedestal. Over a period of at least

2weeks after surgery, the electrode tips were slowly advanced 25–

100lm per day for up to 20days until spiking cells were encountered

in the CA1 layer of the hippocampus, which were identified based on

LFP signals and single-unit spike patterns. The tetrodes were settled

into the cell layer for stable recordings over a period of several days.

After confirming that stable well-separated unit activity was identified

in the hippocampus and the animal reached the criterion performance,

electrophysiological data during the linear track task were collected for

at least 10min. LFP recordings were sampled at 2 kHz and low-pass fil-

tered at 500Hz. The unit activity was amplified and bandpass filtered

at 500Hz to 6kHz. Spike waveforms above a trigger threshold (40lV)

were time-stamped and recorded at 30kHz for 1.6ms.

2.6 | Histological analysis

The rats received an overdose of urethane and were intracardially

perfused with 4% paraformaldehyde in phosphate-buffered saline

(pH 7.4) and decapitated. To aid in the electrode track reconstruction,

the electrodes were not withdrawn from the brain for at least 3 hr after

the perfusion. Following dissection, the brains were fixed overnight in

4% PFA and subsequently equilibrated with a sequence of 20% sucrose

and 30% sucrose in phosphate-buffered saline. Frozen coronal sections

(40lm) were cut using a microtome, and serial sections were mounted

and processed for cresyl violet staining. The slices were subsequently

FIGURE 2 Synchronous firing activity during consummatory periods. (a) Population rasterplot of spiking patterns involved in
individual synchronous events observed at the left end of the track. Individual consummatory periods are separated by gray vertical
dotted lines and labeled as the lap number (#lap) on the top in gray. The data is from ec014.639. (b; Left) The event-to-event cor-
relation matrix constructed from the rasterplot in a. Correlation coefficients computed within the same lap, termed the within-lap
comparison group, are indicated by white boxes. The others outside the boxes were classified as the across-laps comparison group.
(Middle) The lap-to-lap correlation matrix constructed from the event-to-event matrix. Coefficients computed in the within-lap com-
parison group were plotted on the diagonal line indicated by the black boxes. (Right) The z-scored matrix. A significant lap compari-
son with a z-score of more than 1.96 is colored. All data are summarized in Table 1 [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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coverslipped with Permount. The positions of all tetrodes were con-

firmed by identifying the corresponding electrode tracks in the histo-

logical tissue.

2.7 | Spike sorting

Spike sorting was performed offline using the graphical cluster-cutting

software Mclust (Redish, 2009). Clustering was performed manually in

2D projections of the multidimensional parameter space (i.e., compari-

sons between the waveform amplitudes, waveform energies, and first

principal component coefficient [PC1] of the energy normalized wave-

form, each measured on the four channels of each tetrode). The cluster

quality was measured by computing Lratio and Isolation Distance

(Schmitzer-Torbert, Jackson, Henze, Harris, & Redish, 2005). A cluster

was considered as a cell when the Lratio was less than 0.30 and Isolation

distance is more than 14. An average Lratio and Isolation distance were

0.1860.06 (median50.18) and 19.467.9 (median516.2). In the

same datasets, an average modified Lratio, normalized by the total num-

ber of all spikes (Pfeiffer & Foster, 2013), was 0.002460.0034

(median50.0013). No significant differences in Lratio and Isolation dis-

tance were found between place cells and other cells (Mann-Whitney

U test, p> .05). Cells with an average firing rate of less than 3Hz and

waveforms longer than 200ls were considered putative excitatory

cells and included in the analysis.

2.8 | Downloaded dataset

To reduce the number of animals and confirm the reproducibility of our

results, we analyzed additional datasets available via the Collaborative

Research in Computational Neuroscience (CRCNS) data sharing web-

site (https://crcns.org/; for more details, refer to (Mizuseki et al.,

2014)), termed “CRCNS data”. The CRCNS data comprised spike trains

of hippocampal pyramidal neurons recorded with multiple silicon

probes from 2 rats performing a linear track task. The task condition

was similar to the current experiments with the exception that the size

of the track was 25037 cm, and the reward was water (for more

details, refer to Mizuseki et al., 2014). The dataset files analyzed in this

study included three recording sessions, “ec013.670” (33 cells; re-

cording duration of 20min; 38days after electrode implantation),

“ec013.738” (39 cells; recording duration of 21min; 41days after elec-

trode implantation), and “ec014.639” (61 cells; recording duration of

64min; 36days after electrode implantation). The criteria for dataset

selection were as follows: (a) the number of simultaneously recorded

neurons was more than 30, (b) the number of running laps (for defini-

tion, refer to subsequent section) was more than 50, and (c) the animals

were well-trained on the task for at least 10days. In the following anal-

yses, we merged our datasets and the CRCNS datasets to report statis-

tical results, unless otherwise specified.

2.9 | Analysis of spatial firing

The linear track was divided into two parts: (a) the consummatory area,

a region within 14.4 and 20cm (1/12.5 of the total track length) from

both track ends in our data and the CRCNS data, respectively and (b)

the running area, a track area without the consummatory area. Con-

summatory periods were defined as periods during which the animals

were located in the consummatory area. An instantaneous speed for

each frame was calculated based on the total distance traveled within a

period of five frames (�200ms) before and after the focused frame. A

lap was judged as a “running lap” if the animal’s instantaneous running

speed exceeded 30 cm/s within the running area after departing the

previous consummatory area and if the speed was maintained at more

than 5cm/s throughout the lap until reaching the opposite consumma-

tory area. Laps that did not meet these criteria were judged as laps that

included decelerating, stopping, or returning behavior and were ex-

cluded from further analyses (e.g., Figure 1a).

For each cell, an average spatial firing rate distribution with a bin

size of 5 cm was computed from all running laps toward one direction.

All spiking-rate distributions were smoothed by a one-dimensional con-

volution with a Gaussian kernel with a standard deviation of one pixel

(5 cm). A place cell was defined based on the following criteria. The first

criterion was that the maximum spiking rate in its average spatial

spiking-rate distribution exceeded >1Hz. The second criterion was

either one of the following criteria: (a) a spiking rate in the 5 cm bin

adjacent to the consummatory area was less than 20% of the maximum

spiking rate or (b) the position giving the maximum spiking rate was at

least 50cm away from the 10cm bin adjacent to the consummatory

area. The second criterion was set to minimize the cases in which the

spatial spiking overlapped with synchronous events in consummatory

areas. In cells that met these two criteria, the range of spatial spiking,

termed place field, was defined by finding the bin with the maximum

spiking rate in the spatial-spiking rate distribution and then iteratively

extending the field to any adjacent bins that had spiking rates of >30%

of the maximum rate (an example shown in Figure 1a). The third crite-

rion was that the length of a place field is less than 100cm. Cells that

met all of the three criteria were classified as place cells whereas non-

classified cells were classified as other cells. Under these criteria, some

cells had one place field with one of two directions (unidirectional place

field), whereas the other cells had two place fields with both directions

(bidirectional place fields). In the following analyses, bidirectional place

fields from a single place cell were counted as two place fields and

were separately analyzed. For each running lap, spike counts and spike

rates were calculated over the period of passing the place fields in one

direction. Irrespective of spatial selectivity, cells that exhibited at least

one spike in more than 50% of all consummatory periods at a track end

were defined as “active cells at consummatory periods”. The number of

active cells at consummatory periods was summarized in Table 1.

2.10 | Analysis of synchronous events

During consummatory periods, synchronous events were detected

when (a) �30% of active cells at consummatory periods were simulta-

neously activated in a time window of 200ms that was preceded by

>200-ms of silence and (b) the running speed of the animals was less

than 5cm/s. The characteristics of synchronous events (e.g., the aver-

age frequency, percentage of active neurons, correspondence with

SWRs) were reported based on all synchronous events.
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To quantify the similarity of the synchronous events, laps that

included more than two synchronous events were specifically analyzed,

as shown in Figure 2a. These synchronous events were converted to

an N-dimension vector e with entries of11 or 0 depending on whether

or not the individual neurons emit an action potential in the event,

respectively, where N denotes the total number of neurons. The vector

series e1; e2; e3; � � �; eTð ) represents a time change in active cell sets,

where T denotes the total number of synchronous events. Correlation

coefficients between all possible pairs of events were calculated to

construct an event-to-event correlation matrix (Figure 2b, left). A lap-

to-lap correlation matrix was subsequently constructed from the

event-to-event matrix by calculating the average of all correlation coef-

ficients included in each lap pair. To evaluate the significance of these

averaged correlation coefficients, we applied the same analysis to

randomized data wherein the temporal order of the actual synchronous

events in the original data was shuffled with keeping the total numbers

of synchronous events included in individual laps. This randomization

was repeated 100 times, meaning that 100 surrogate lap-to-lap correla-

tion matrices were created. At each point, a z-scored correlation coeffi-

cient of the real data was computed based on a distribution of 100

surrogate correlation coefficients (Figure 2b, right). A z-score greater

than 1.96 was considered a significant coefficient.

2.11 | SWR detection

The electrode including the largest number of putative pyramidal cells

identified in the spike sorting process was used for the ripple analysis.

The LFP signal was bandpass filtered at 150–250Hz, and the envelope

of the filtered LFP trace was computed via Hilbert transformation

(Cheng & Frank, 2008). SWR events were detected if the envelope

exceeded a threshold for at least 15ms. The frequencies of SWRs dur-

ing consummatory periods were 0.4260.25Hz and 0.2060.18Hz at

detection thresholds of three and four standard deviations (SDs) above

the mean, respectively. In this study, we selected a threshold of three

SDs above the mean in the analyses.

2.12 | Prediction of place cell spikes

Using linear regression analysis, we predicted a spike count of a place

cell during a running period from activation patterns of neuronal ensem-

bles during a consummatory period before running (Figures 3–5). Active

cells at consummatory periods were used for a predictor vector. In the

lth consummatory period at the same track end, a (N11)-dimensional

predictor vector was defined as a population vector al , the N-dimen-

sional entries of which were the average firing rate (FR) of individual

activated cells during the lth consummatory period or the firing proba-

bilities (i.e., event participation rates; FPsync) of individual activated cells

in synchronous events during the lth consummatory period, where N

denotes the total numbers of activated cells, and the (N11)th entry

was set at 11 for a constant term. For a place field i, a target variable

s ið Þ
l was set as a spike count (SC) or spike rate (SR) computed from an

entire period of a running lap after the lth consummatory period. A lin-

ear regression function was applied to estimate a linear relationship

between a series of predictor vectors, A5 a1; a2; a3; . . . ; aLð ÞT , and a

series of target variables, s ið Þ5 s ið Þ
1 ; s ið Þ

2 ; s ið Þ
3 ; . . . ; s ið Þ

L

� �T
, where L denotes

the total numbers of consummatory events and is greater than (N11).

The best (N11)-dimensional weighted vector w ið Þ was mathematically

computed as follows:

w ið Þ5A1s ið Þ;

where A15ðATAÞ21AT .

To evaluate the predictability of the lth target variable s ið Þ
l , a leave-

one-out cross-validation was performed by computing w ið Þ from the

dataset without al and s ið Þ
l . A predicted target variable s0 ið Þl was calcu-

lated as follows:

s0l ið Þ5aTl w
ið Þ:

FIGURE 3 Active cell ensembles during prerun consummatory periods predict subsequent place cell spiking. (a) Illustration of the linear
regression analysis. In each lap, a predictor vector a was defined as a distribution of the firing rates (FR) or firing probabilities in
synchronous events (FPsync) of active cells during prerun consummatory periods. In Figure 5e,f, the predictor vector a was the frequency of
SWR events (FreqSWR) and the frequency of synchronous events (Freqsync) during prerun consummatory periods. In these cases (indicated
by asterisks), the vector had only a one-dimensional entry in addition to a constant term. A target variable s was set as the spike count (SC)
or spike rate (SR) of a place field i during a running lap after each consummatory period. In Figure 5d, a target variable s was set as the ani-
mal’s running period. (b) An example procedure of the linear regression analysis with a dataset from 3 cells and 5 laps. Here, the SC of cell
2 in the 3rd lap (s3) was subject to a leave-one-out cross-validation using a dataset of the other laps (1st, 2nd, 4th, and 5th laps). Step 1:
construct a series of predictor vectors, A5 a1; a2; a4; a5ð Þ, and target variables, s 5 (s1, s2, s4, s5). Step 2: compute w. Step 3: compute the
weighted linear sum (5 aT3･w) as s3. This predicted value was compared with s3 by calculating an average absolute difference between the
two variables as an error. (c; Left) A schematic of prediction in which a predictor vector a is used as a distribution of the FR of all reacti-
vated cells during consummatory periods and a target variable s is set as the SC of a place field (FR!SC). (Middle and Right) Example analy-
ses from two representative place fields. Prediction data were computed by repeatedly applying the cross-validation analysis in each lap.
(Middle) Lap-by-lap changes in observed SCs per lap (blue) were compared with predicted SCs (magenta). (Right) An error of prediction from
the real data computed from the left panel (black arrow) was compared with errors of prediction from surrogate datasets in which observed
SCs were randomly shuffled across laps (gray distribution). Each shuffle was performed 10,000 times. A prediction score was computed as a
negative value of a z-score defined by the surrogate distribution. (d) A cumulative distribution of the prediction score computed from the
datasets in which a predictor vector a was a FR distribution and a target variable s was set as SC. Significantly predicted fractions with
p < .05 defined by z-scores are shown below the dotted line. Median 5 1.38 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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The same analyses were repeated for all L laps, and a series of pre-

dicted variables s0 ið Þ for the place field i were compared with the

observed variables s ið Þ as shown in Figure 4c. The accuracy of the pre-

diction during the timescale of an entire recording session was

assessed by computing an error as an average absolute difference

between the two variables, s ið Þ and s0 ið Þ. To evaluate the significance of

an error in a real data, errors were computed with the same procedures

from 10,000 surrogate datasets created by shuffling the order of

observed variables s ið Þ across all running laps (Figure 3c). A zscore of

the error of the real data was computed based on the distribution of

the 10,000 surrogate dataset, and a prediction score for a place field

was defined as a negative value of the z-score. In Figure 5e,f, the same

analytical method was applied to the dataset in which the frequency of

SWRs (FreqSWR) and the frequency of synchronous events (Freqsync)

during a consummatory period was used as a one-dimensional entry of

a predictor vector a, respectively. In these cases, the predictor vector a

was a 2D vector with the second entry of 11 as a constant term. In

Figure 5d, a target variable s was set as the average running speed of

the animal on the running area in a running lap.

2.13 | Statistics

The significance of a correlation between two variables was evaluated

by computing Pearson correlation coefficients. Comparisons of two-

sample data were analyzed via Mann-Whitney U test. The null hypoth-

esis was rejected at the p< .01 level, unless otherwise specified. All

measurements are reported as the mean6 SD and were analyzed using

MATLAB.

3 | RESULTS

In this study, we simultaneously recorded a total of 20, 15, and 14 hip-

pocampal CA1 putative pyramidal neurons from three rats performing

a 10-min linear track task. In addition, we downloaded the CRCNS

FIGURE 4 Dependence of prediction of target variables on the dimension of predictor vectors from prerun consummatory periods. (a)
Same as Figure 3d with the exception that the predictor vector a was a FR distribution excluding the predicted cell, FR (except target cell).
Median 5 1.49. (b) Same as Figure 3d with the exception that the predictor vector a was the firing rate of the single predicted cell, termed
FR (single cell). Median 5 21.15. (c) No relationship between the dimension of prediction vectors and prediction scores (r 5 .14, p 5 .21).
Each plot represents each predicted place field. The data correspond with that shown in Figure 3d. (d) For each place field, prediction
analyses were performed using a dataset in which the dimension of prediction vectors, including both place (spatial) cells and other cells,
was randomly downsampled. Each point on each line represents an average obtained from 100 randomized datasets in each place field

(n 5 28 place fields). The scores at the maximum dimension for each line correspond with the results computed from the original data. The
horizontal cyan line represents prediction score 5 1.96. (e) Same as d, but only place cells (left) or other cells (right) were used for
prediction vectors [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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datasets, which included three sessions from two rats. Overall, we ana-

lyzed the spike patterns of 186 putative pyramidal neurons in the dor-

sal hippocampal CA1 region of five rats performing six sessions of a

linear track task. On average, one recording session included 51614

running laps per session. Of 62 place cells identified, 46 (74.2%) cells

had unidirectional place fields depending on the movement direction,

whereas 16 (25.8%) cells had bidirectional place fields independent of

the movement direction. Here, the bidirectional place fields of a single

place cell were counted as two place fields, leading to a total of 78

place fields analyzed.

An example spike pattern in a CA1 place cell is shown in Figure 1a.

This neuron had a place field during running laps toward a rightward

direction, with variable spike count every lap, ranging from 0 to 16

spikes/lap (mean56.4 spikes/lap; SD52.8 spikes/lap; coefficient of

variation of the spike count (CVsc)50.45). The distribution of the CVsc

obtained from all 78 place fields is summarized in Figure 1b left; the

averaged CVsc was 1.0560.72, ranging from 0.15 to 3.5 with a median

of 0.85. The CVsc was not dependent on the number of training days

(r5 .01, p5 .90; Figure 1b, right).

Based on the following observations, we ruled out the concern

that the variability of spike counts could be simply explained by the

variability of the lap (sampling) duration: (a) the distribution of the

CV of the spike rate (CVsr) in which a spike count per lap was nor-

malized by the duration of the corresponding running lap (Figure 1c;

CVsr51.0560.73, ranging from 0.18 to 3.9 with a median of 0.83)

was not significantly different from that of the CVsc as shown in

Figure 1b (Dmax50.051, p5 .99, Kolmogorov-Smirnov test); (b) the

average CV of the duration (CVdur) of one running lap was 0.246

0.14 (n56 sessions from 5 animals), which was considerably lower

than that of the CVsc (z53.60, p53.131024, Wilcoxon rank-sum

test).

We subsequently focused on synchronized activation of neuronal

populations generated within hundreds of milliseconds, which were

typically linked to SWRs (Csicsvari et al., 2000; Ylinen et al., 1995).

Here, we identified “synchronous events (sync events)” as brief inc-

reases in the spike density during consummatory periods. In one con-

summatory period with an average duration of 10.063.3 s, the

average frequency of synchronous events was 0.660.4Hz, meaning

that one consummatory period included 6.564.4 synchronous events.

During the same consummatory period, the average frequency of

detected SWRs was 0.4260.25Hz, meaning that one consummatory

period included 4.763.5 SWRs. On average, a single SWR included

3.962.3 firing cells (9.7%66.9% of all recorded cells), and 15.6%6

8.6% of SWRs corresponded to synchronous events within a time win-

dow of 200ms. In this study, we did not further analyze the sequential

order of spikes within synchronous events because of the limitation of

the sample size. During these synchronous events, other cells, in addi-

tion to spatial cells, were also activated together. Out of 3,41461,689

spikes involved in all synchronized events in one session, 37.1%6

14.5% of the spikes were derived from other cells. Here, both spatial

and other active cell ensembles are considered to cooperatively repre-

sent entire network activity states.

FIGURE 5 Prediction of target variables on the track by various types of predictor vectors constructed from prerun consummatory
periods. (a–c) Same as Figure 3d with the exception that the target variable s was set as the SR of a single place field (a) or a predictor
vector a was a FPsync distribution (b and c). (a, Median 5 1.45; b, Median 5 0.73; c, Median 5 0.85). (d) Same as Figure 3d with the
exception that the target variable s was the animal’s running speed. Median 5 2.60. The count on the y-axis means that two running
directions were obtained from six sessions, meaning a total of 12 running directions. (e and f) Same as Figure 3d with the exception that

the predictor vector a was the frequency of SWRs (FreqSWR) or synchronous events (Freqsync) during consummatory periods. (e,
Median 5 21.00; f, Median 5 20.31) [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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To assess how network states change over time, we plotted all fir-

ing patterns involved in synchronous events detected at the same track

end (Figure 2a). Here, laps with less than three synchronous events

were excluded from the analyses. Individual consummatory periods,

labeled as lap#, contained different numbers of synchronous events as

classified by dotted vertical lines. Based on this rasterplot, Pearson cor-

relation coefficients of vectorized population spikes were computed

between all pairs of synchronized events, which were summarized as

an event-to-event correlation matrix (Figure 2b, left). In the matrix, the

correlation coefficients computed within the same laps were enclosed

by white boxes along the diagonal line, termed the within-lap compari-

son group, whereas others outside the boxes were termed the across-

laps comparison group. The event-to-event matrix was converted to a

lap-to-lap correlation matrix by calculating an average correlation coef-

ficient in each lap pair (Figure 2b, middle). The lap-to-lap correlation

matrix was subsequently converted to a z-scored correlation matrix

using 100 surrogate datasets (Figure 2b, right; for more details, refer to

Section 2). In Figure 2b right, 52.4% and 20.0% of the z-scored correla-

tion coefficients were more than 1.96, termed significant coefficients,

in the within-lap comparison and across-laps comparison groups,

respectively. The same analysis was applied to all animals, as summar-

ized in Table 1. On average, 33.1%619.9% of laps had significant

coefficients in the within-lap comparison, demonstrating that some, but

not all, consummatory periods had a higher likelihood to contain similar

sets of active neurons in synchronous events, compared with the surro-

gate datasets. The average z-sccore in the within-lap comparison group

was significantly larger than that in the across-laps comparison group

(z53.72, p51.931024, Mann-Whitney U test), demonstrating that

the within-lap comparison group tended to contain more correlated

synchronous events, compared with the across-laps comparison group

and that different cell ensembles are more likely recruited in different

consummatory periods. However, there were a small fraction (21.1%6

11.4%) of the correlation coefficients identified as significant coeffi-

cients even in the across-laps comparison group (Table 1), as shown in

some examples in Figure 2b right (e.g., lap#1 vs. lap#4, lap#6 vs.

lap#10). This result demonstrates that some different laps could share

similar patterns of active neuronal ensembles.

We next tested whether temporally fluctuating ensemble patterns

of hippocampal cell activation might correlate with the spatial spiking

of individual place cells. A predictor vector a was defined as the distri-

bution of the firing rates (FR) of all activated cells, including a predicted

cell, or the firing probabilities in synchronous events (FPsync) during pre-

run consummatory periods, and a target variable s was set as a spike

count (SC) or a spike rate (SR) of a single place cell during running after

the consummatory periods (Figure 3a). For each place field, a vector of

weighted coefficients w was computed so that the weighted linear sum

s0 (5 aTw) was fitted against s of the cell (a simple example shown in

Figure 3b; for more details, refer to Section 2). Figure 3c shows a pre-

diction result from two example cells in the case in which a predictor

vector a was defined as FR and a target variable s was set as SC

(termed FR!SC). In each lap, a leave-one-out cross-validation analysis

was applied to examine the predictability of the target variable. The

predictability was evaluated by computing an error from a series of an

observed target variable s and a predicted variable s’. Next, to assess

the significance of the real data, same analyses were applied to 10,000

surrogate datasets. A z-score of the real data was obtained from the

surrogate distribution and a prediction score was defined as a negative

value of the z-score. Of 78 place fields tested, 35.9% of the fields had

a significantly positive prediction score of more than 1.96 at a signifi-

cance level of p< .05 (Figure 3d).

This proportion was similar when the predicted single cell was

excluded from a FR distribution of all activated cells for constructing a

predictor vector a, showing that prediction vectors from other cells are

sufficient to predict spike counts of a target cell (Figure 4a, FR [except

target cell]!SC). In contrast, This proportion was reduced to 15.5% (9 of

58 place fields of activated cells) in the case in which the FR of the pre-

dicted single cell alone was used as a predictor vector a (Figure 4b, FR

[single target cell]!SC), showing that a firing rate of a single cell alone

during consummatory periods is not sufficient to predict in-field firing

rates in most of place cells. As the number of active cells included in pre-

diction vectors differed across samples, prediction results may be

accounted for by dimensions of prediction vectors. We tested this possi-

bility by plotting prediction scores against the dimension of prediction

vectors but found no significant correlation between them (r5 .14,

p5 .21), at least in our original datasets with a dimension ranging from 9

to 16 (Figure 4c). We next analyzed how increased dimension of predic-

tion vectors (i.e., higher number of active cells) contributes to improved

predictability in individual datasets. To this end, firing-rate distributions

used for prediction vectors were downsampled by randomly excluding

cells so that the dimension of a prediction vector was reduced to a lower

dimension. For each lowered dimension, prediction scores from 100 sur-

rogates were computed. In Figure 4d, we plotted prediction results from

downsampled data for place fields that exhibited significantly positive

prediction scores in the original datasets (n528 place fields). Each line

represents each place field showing an average prediction score com-

puted from 100 randomized datasets. When the dimension of prediction

vectors was reduced to 7, significant decreases in prediction scores were

detected compared with those from prediction vectors with the maxi-

mum dimension (z52.19, p5 .029, Mann-Whitney U test), and the pro-

portions of cells exhibiting significantly positive prediction scores were

reduced to 78.6% (22 out of 28 cells; Figure 4d). These results demon-

strate that firing-rate distributions of at least eight or more cells during

consummatory periods were required to predict place cell firing at the

same level to the original data. When the dimension of prediction vectors

was reduced to six and three, the proportions of cells exhibited signifi-

cantly positive prediction scores were reduced to 75.0% (21 out of 28

cells) and 32.1% (9 out of 28 cells), respectively.

We examined whether spatial selectivity of cells may contribute to

increased predictability by separately performing analyses for other

cells (Figure 4e). When prediction vectors were specifically constructed

from other cells, the dimension of prediction vectors was 6.460.4

(ranging from 3 to 9) and the proportions of cells that exhibited signifi-

cantly positive prediction scores was 71.4% (20 out of 28 cells), which

was almost comparable to those from the downsampled datasets with

a dimension of six including both place cells and other cells. When the

dimension of these vectors was downsampled to three, the proportions
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of cells that exhibited significantly positive prediction scores was

reduced to 39.3% (11 out of 28 cells; Figure 4e, right), which was

almost comparable to those from the downsampled datasets with a

dimension of three including both place cells and other cells (Figure 4d).

The result suggests no pronounced effects of spatial selectivity on the

predictability. The same comparison was not applied to datasets with

place cells due to the limited number of cells (Figure 4e, left).

The same linear regression analysis was applied to test whether

other variables were predicted and other prediction vectors were used

for our prediction as shown in Figure 5. Similar to the FR!SC results

presented in Figure 3d, 39.7% of the place fields exhibited significantly

positive prediction scores when SR was set as a target variable s (Figure

5a, FR!SR), and 23.1% or 24.6% of the place fields exhibited signifi-

cantly positive prediction scores when FPsync was used as a predictor

vector a and SC or SR were set as a target variable s, respectively

(Figure 5b, FPsync!SC; Figure 5c, FPsync!SR). Using the same regres-

sion analysis, the average running speed of the animals on the track

was predicted from the weighted linear sum of the FR-based predictor

vector a in 75.0% of the datasets (Figure 5d, n512 running directions

from six sessions), demonstrating that the firing patterns of neuronal

ensembles during a consummatory period were linked to the subse-

quent running behavior. When the frequency of SWRs (FreqSWR) and

the frequency of synchronous events (Freqsync) during a consummatory

period were set as a 1D entry of a predictor vector a, 2.6% and 14.1%

of the place fields had a significant prediction score (Figure 5e,f), dem-

onstrating that the frequency of synchronization of neuronal ensem-

bles alone was less predictive than the firing patterns of neuronal

ensembles for subsequent place cell firing.

The same linear regression analysis was applied to test whether a

predictor vector a at postrun entire consummatory periods are associ-

ated with spike patterns of the same sets of cells at running before the

consummatory periods (Figure 6). Similar to prerun consummatory

periods, predictor vectors at postrun consummatory periods could pre-

dict SC, SR, and running speed on the track with approximately similar

success rates (Figure 6a–c). Taken together with the results of Figures

4 and 5, these data demonstrate that there are sustained periods for

place cell spikes that correlates with firing patterns of consummatory

periods before and after running on the track.

4 | DISCUSSION

In this study, we analyzed the lap-to-lap firing variability of hippocam-

pal neurons during unidirectional running in a linear track task, a condi-

tion that is assumed to contain minimal switching of the multiple

spatial submap and to minimize overdispersion of the place cell dis-

charge (Jackson & Redish, 2007). As one potential neurophysiological

source underlying the firing variability, we focused on the temporal

fluctuation of the synchronous activity of neuronal ensembles. Similar

to spatial firing during running, the synchronous activation patterns of

neuronal populations during consummatory periods varied from lap-to-

lap. Our linear regression analysis demonstrated that the lap-to-lap

changes in the neuronal activation patterns during a consummatory

period were associated with fluctuating firing rates of place cells during

running immediately after the consummatory period. These results

demonstrate that the spatial firing intensity of a place cell is closely

linked to the internally fluctuating activity states of neuronal networks.

As reported in previous studies, the magnitude of SWRs and the

percentage of active neurons in SWR-induced synchrony are consider-

ably variable (Csicsvari et al., 2000; Mizuseki & Buzsaki, 2013; Ramirez-

Villegas et al., 2015; Ylinen et al., 1995). Our study extended these

findings by showing that similar sets of neurons more preferentially

participated in synchronous events within a single consummatory

period, and different ensemble patterns are more likely recruited in dif-

ferent laps (Figure 2). Notably, different consummatory periods share

FIGURE 6 Prediction of target variables on the track from predictor vectors of a FR distribution at postrun consummatory periods. (a) A
cumulative distribution of the prediction score computed from the datasets in which a predictor vector a was a FR distribution during

postrun consummatory periods and a target variable s was set as a SC during running. Significantly predicted fractions with p < .05 defined
by z-scores are shown below the dotted line. Median 5 1.28. (b) Same as in a, but a target variable s was SR. Median 5 1.28. (c) Same as in
A, but a target variable s was running speed. Median 5 1.48 [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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similar synchronous events, implying that active hippocampal neuronal

ensembles continuously drift across multiple network states, referred

to as attractor-like dynamics (McNaughton, Battaglia, Jensen, Moser, &

Moser, 2006; Wills, Lever, Cacucci, Burgess, & O’Keefe, 2005). Several

cellular mechanisms that underlie these network dynamics are consid-

ered, including temporal changes in the internal conductance within a

single neuron, input correlations, and widespread synchronization. The

other potential mechanism may include probabilistic interplay between

cortical and subcortical systems. A recent study by (Ambrose, Pfeiffer,

& Foster, 2016) has shown that the frequency of reverse replays in a

linear track is highly sensitive to changes in reward contingency, which

may represent an internal change in cognitive processing, such as an

expectation of the reward magnitude and motivation for the task, pre-

sumably as a result of changes in the levels of neuromodulators, such

as dopaminergic signals (McNamara, Tejero-Cantero, Trouche, Campo-

Urriza, & Dupret, 2014). Our study used a constant amount of reward

throughout the task; however, temporally fluctuating synchronized

neuronal ensembles might reflect subtle fluctuations in the animal’s

level of attentional focus or the degree of task engagement.

The neurophysiological roles of the temporally fluctuating neuronal

signals in the hippocampal system remain to be identified; however,

they may represent a potential neural substrate to enrich brain func-

tions. For example, they may serve to enhance the variability of the

encoding of identical contexts and integrate novel information onto

preexisting cognitive maps when animals are required to adapt to

newly emerging contexts. An alternative role might be that fluctuating

neuronal activity occasionally yields unexpected outcomes, which

might be useful for linking independent experiences or imagining novel

ideas. In all scenarios, a lower fidelity of neuronal activity would be

more appropriate to increase the capability of information processing.

From this perspective, the hippocampal circuit may be understood as a

neural framework not only to stably represent the external world but

also to flexibly build novel encoding patterns in the brain.
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